Jelly Beanz 2015 overview

Ch airperso n repo r t:

2015 was an exceptional year for the Jelly Beanz
team. Hundreds of children and families benefited from
direct therapeutic services rendered by our staff and
volunteers and many more have benefited from
our drive to make resources available to communities and to train mental health care professionals in
dealing with child trauma and abuse.
We were awarded tenders from the National
Prosecuting Agency, SAPS and the Department of Social
Development for resource redevelopment, training and
rendering direct therapeutic services to children and
families. We collaborated with UNISA in hosting the
6th annual Child Trauma Conference and made the
first local online training available to psychologists
and social workers dealing with child sexual abuse in
South Africa.
What stands out for us most, though, is our
work with children who have abused other children
sexually. In making intervention programmes
available to children with problem sexual behaviours
and their caregivers, we are living our dream of
chipping away at the cycle of abuse and exploitation
of children which continues to plague our nation.
We are grateful to our clients for continuing to
inspire us, and to our sponsors and supporters for
making our work possible.
Marita
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Meet the Jelly Beanz team :
Trust ees:

Marita has been practicing as a clinical psychologist specializing in child mental health for the past 24 years. She is a
founding member of the Child Trauma clinic in Pretoria, and
Jelly Beanz Inc.
Marita is the co-author of “Voices of Hope – Healing stories for
Africa’s children”, co-authored a chapter in a book for professionals working with child mental health issues, presents regularly at
national conferences and presented a paper at the International
Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
conference 2012.

Marita consults to various government departments and NGO’s
on matters relating to child mental health.

Mar it a Rademe y e r ,

clinical psychologist, chairperson,
marita@jellybeanz.org.za

Ed it h Kr ie l ,

social worker,
executive director,
021 556-2456;
edith@jellybeanz.org.za
Edith received the dean’s award for best student in social work. She developed the Teddy Bear
Clinic for Abused Children to a multi-level service (1994-2000), initiated the Child Witness Project for
RAPCAN (2001-2004), and developed the Healing Project for sexually abused children in co-operation
with RAPCAN. Edith is the founding member of the Child Trauma Centre in Cape Town, and Jelly Beanz
Inc.
She co-authored the “Voices of Hope – Healing stories for Africa’s children”, is
requested to present regularly at national conferences and training for child protection and mental health
professionals, as well as presenting a paper at the International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse
and Neglect conference 2012, and regularly being quoted in national media regarding child abuse issues.
She regularly consults to various disciplines and organisations regarding child rights
issues, and provides supervision to social workers and therapists. Outside of her
therapeutic talents her strengths include her ability to influence and inspire others, to see the best in others
and her sense of fun even while dealing with serious matters.
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Michelle is the founding member of SPICE4LIFE which launched in 1999; and
Michelle’s continuing mission is “Spreading Passion & Inspiration by Connecting through Empowerment 4 Life”.
SPICE4LIFE.co.za offers a ground based network of over 30.000 subscribed
women which stasy connected and inspired by the news shared through real
people and real stories, in all areas of a women’s life. The site offers entrepreneurs and communities an opportunity to have a voice and grow their online
reputation. Michelle participates in international seminars, building strategic
local and international networks, affiliations with women’s organizations’ and
media partnerships, thus enabling the sharing of success stories, examples,
thoughts, dialogue, expertise and inspiration as a global village.
She is an inspirational woman filled with passion and a life force which she
takes to all that she is involved with… and it is a lot!
Michelle sees her role in Jelly Beanz as providing advice on Development and
Marketing in order to assist with sustainability and ensuring the organisation’s
goal of reaching as many children in need, as possible.

M iche lle Ko r e va a r :

Marketer, strategist,
philanthropist; Director
of Development and
Marketing

Steve is responsible for the oversight and management of Trustee
administration for the Cape region.
As Jelly Beanz is a registered trust which is administered by ABSA
Bank, having Steven on board offers credibility to the management of
our trust and its beneficiaries.

S t e v e W ri g ht:

ABSA Bank Trust
Manager; trustee
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Staff :
Loryn is the coordinator of our therapeutic services.
Loryn manages all new referrals that come to Jelly Beanz Inc.
She provides play therapy to children affected by trauma and
abuse and has a special interest in working with children with
sexual behaviour problems and families with attachment related difficulties.
She works on site as well as offsite in the rural area of
Riverlands in the West Coast region. She has co-facilitated a
pilot programme for children with sexual behaviour problems
and has co-authored research on this ground breaking work
together with Edith Kriel.
She has a passion for people and always makes time to lend
her ear to others. Loryn also supervises student interns from
various universities, who are doing their practical work at Jelly
Beanz Inc. and believes in developing strong, committed and
passionate professionals in the child protection field.

Lor y n Davie s,

social worker and case manager,
therapy@jellybeanz.org.za

Vatiswa is a trained lay counsellor and has a special interest
and training in play therapy. Vatiswa coordinates our prevention
programme and she is the go to lay counsellor in the Dunoon
community. She provides counselling to children and families
affected by trauma and abuse, as well as providing psychoeducational programmes to pre-school children.
Vatiswa is highly respected among the child protection professionals that work in Dunoon and she is often in the front line
of managing child protection concerns. Vatiswa speaks multiple African languages and she has high ambitions this year to
reach even more children who need therapeutic services in the
greater Dunoon area.
She also intends to pursue her studies and gain a certificate in
working with pre-school children. Vatiswa is a warm and sincere
person who goes over and beyond what is expected of her.

V at iswa Tom,

lay counsellor,
vati@jellybeanz.org.za
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Yvette is the well-oiled machine behind the scenes of Jelly Beanz
Inc. that keeps the office running. Yvette was Edith’s right hand lady
long before Jelly Beanz Inc. was the fully established organisation
it is today.
Yvette manages all of Jelly Beanz Inc. finances and the office. Yvette
is also part of the management team for the anatomical doll project.
She is well equipped to manage people and she always ensures a
quality service is delivered.

Y v e t te d u Toi t:

Yvette is not only highly efficient at her administrative position
but she has a wonderful sense of humour that warmly
lightens the serious nature of the work we do at Jelly
Beanz Inc. Yvette is always willing to assist and has
very good insight into the needs of others.

administrator,
admin@jellybeanz.org.za

Danni is a Newfoundland dog. This breed of
dog is known as gentle giants… they are fluffy,
gentle, soft natured and love children. They are
used overseas in therapeutic work with children,
however, Danni is the first newfoundland in South
Africa being trained as a therapy dog (this breed
of dog is rare in South Africa). She weighs
approx. 65 kg’s, is chocolate coloured, loves being
in water or playing with it, enjoys tummy rubs and
doesn’t play fetch with a ball, but prefers playing
soccer… kicking the ball as she runs.
Many of the children refer to her as our bear-dog….
As she looks like a baby bear.
Often children that have experienced trauma and abuse
may feel labelled or different from others, ashamed or
undervalued because of their experiences.

Danni Car r er a Be anz:
therapy dog extraordinaire:

Animals create opportunities for children to connect and feel valued without anything being expected of them
in return, no words are necessary, and it doesn’t matter who you are or what you have been through, a dog will
accept you unconditionally.
Further, children can love or play with the animal, and receive positive feedback from the animal. Dogs in particular, as they are so intuitive, can also help therapists understand children better and thus be able to tailor make a
more effective therapeutic plan for the child. Children may also project some of their own feelings or thoughts on
to the animal, thereby giving us clues as to how they may be feeling e.g. Danni is feeling very sad today.
Danni has become an integral part of the Jelly Beanz family and the work we do for our children.
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We are unable to show you photos of the
children we work with, however, here is the
next best thing…. Our beautiful
Danni-bear!
going for a swim in the hot
summer weather

Danni just checking
that the humans
are doing their
work well

Dressing up to

support the Sunflower
Fund!

Sp r ingt im e !

ON an adventure….
Mountain climbing

Danni celebrated her 2nd birthday on

the 17th of July… she was spoilt with

lots of extra attention, treats and her
very own doggy birthday cake! Please

note she dressed up for the occasion with
ribbons in her hair.

Look at me i n my
beauti ful n ew
serv i ce- d og jack et!
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Anatomical doll project team:

Our anatomical doll project is supervised by Bernita Grant and boasts six seamstresses: Sheila Franz,
Victoria Zenzile, Joyce Daniels, Mariana Titus and Wilma Cosmos. These women have
all overcome many hardships and struggles in their communities and their own
families. Most of them are the only bread winners caring for their own and their
extended families. They are caring and supportive of one another, always sharing
what they have (even on days when it may be very little), and strive to build
each other up. They have a positive approach to challenges and there is always
a vibrant atmosphere in the sewing room. Joyce has also been volunteering at
a Child Witness Project in her community, one day a week for the last 10 years.
Many of the seamstresses are active in their church communities and reach out
to others in need.

Backg round to the problem

South Africa is home to almost 20 million children. Of these children, close to 4 million live without the love and care of
any parent.* Even children privileged enough to be cared for by their own families, are vulnerable to sexual exploitation,
the effects of poverty and deprivation, violence in their schools and communities, communicable diseases, abuse and
neglect.
Jelly Beanz Inc strives to bring hope to children who have suffered loss and trauma. Our team works to do its part in turning the tide for our country’s children by rendering therapeutic services, training professionals who work with children,
developing research and taking part in advocacy initiatives.
* http://www.childrencount.ci.org.za: (2009): Children Count – Facts about children

PROJ ECTS:

PROJE CT 1: Direct service s to children and their families :

Children are referred to us by their schools, community groups and caregivers, South African Police Services, Department of Social Development or Department of Justice. The majority of the children we work with have been sexually
abused or raped or are themselves showing problem sexual behavior. Referrals also include physical or emotional
abuse,
neglect, loss of a caregiver, family difficulties such as divorce or issues such as bullying. We strive to work with
children for a period of six months, offering individual, weekly therapy.
We feel strongly that involving the caregivers of the child is an integral part of the therapeutic. During 2015 we worked
from our offices based in Table View, but also offered services in schools and children’s homes within the Dunoon,
Delft, Riverlands, Steenberg, and Cape Town central communities.
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During 2015 the clinical team provided in-depth individual therapeutic services to 98 children and families. We had
drumming workshops with another 95 children to assist them with developing more effective anger management skills (4
one hour workshops), including a workshop for their caregivers. We also provided an in-depth group therapy programme
for 11 boys with inappropriate sexual behaviours. This programme had two parts: firstly, we worked directly with the boys
in big and small groups to assist them with various themes relating to their struggles. Secondly we had a 12-week group
programme which focussed on the attachment between the children and their parents.

Thus, the children and parents were able to spend time together working to improve their relationships.
Research was conducted on the programme with the boys, as well as the attachment part of the programme in order to
ascertain its effectiveness and efficacy. We are awaiting the outcome of the research shortly. This research will assist
us in being able to work towards adding to the evidence base as to effective ways in working with children with inappropriate sexual behaviours.
During 2015 we also initiated a parent’s support group for caregivers of children who had been sexually abused.

PROJE CT 2: Child abuse Aware ness and sexualit y
e du cation pro gramme:

Child abuse awareness programmes are an important aspect of striving to protect children from abuse and violence.
We are very thoughtful of the fact that it can never be children’s responsibility to make abuse stop, and this will always
remain the responsibility of the adults. Thus, we encourage parents to attend the programmes in order to chare in the
learning experience together with their child.
Teachers are also part of the programme to ensure continuity in information that children receive, as well as imparting skills to the teachers to deal with such situations should a child disclose abuse in any form. We also feel strongly
that awareness programmes with children should not be once off workshops, but rather a process approach in order
to provide relationship safety for children. During 2015 we provided 210 children with the programme which comprises of 12 sessions in which child abuse awareness and sexuality education programme are the central themes.
The age group for the programme is grades R and 1.
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PROJE CT 3: Trainin g, mentor ing and consult ation:
We believe that training of professionals and lay counsellors within the child protection and child mental health fields
offers an important opportunity for us to continue to help children by empowering a broad base of other people with
appropriate knowledge, empathy and skills. 222 attended the following training during 2015.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Working effectively with anatomically correct dolls” 60 social workers from the Western Cape Education
Department attended the 2 day training
“The impact of trauma on learning” 100 psychologists from the Western Cape Education Department Boland
region attended
“Child Trauma Conference VI” was hosted in Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban in May 2015. A total of 360
delegates attended the two day training.
“Attachment: Big toes, little toes programme” is a 2.5 day seminar on Attachment presented by an international
expert. The seminar was hosted in Pretoria and Cape Town and attended by 135 delegates.
“Children, sexuality and trauma” is a 2 day seminar hosted in Cape Town and was attended by 45 delegates.
“An introduction to Play Therapy” hosted in Cape Town and attended by 65 delegates.
“Child abuse and neglect” 4 day workshop with 9 masters level psychology students
“Attachment and children in conflict with the law” paper presented at national Early Childhood Development
conference held in Soweto, 100 delegates.
Papers on “Children with Inappropriate Sexual behaviours” and “Healing Project” were delivered at a national
crime prevention conference in Johannesburg. This breakaway presentation was attended by 35 delegates.
Our team is often asked to provide consultation on particularly difficult child abuse and protection cases and
matters.
The Cape Town office trained and supervised two professional volunteers, one social work student and two
psychology student interns in this year.

PROJE CT 4: Anatom ically correct dolls
(R esou rce d evelo pment)

The Jelly Beanz Inc. anatomically correct dolls are considered the industry
standard for such dolls in our country. The dolls have been endorsed by
the major child protection organisations and departments. These dolls
are then bought by the various organisations and government departments that use them as an aid for children to tell their stories of sexual
abuse. The aim of the project is to first and foremost provide children
with child friendly and effective tools to accurately tell their story of abuse,
with the added benefit that we are able to support 6 women from previously
disadvantaged communities that are the sole providers for their families.
This project also provides a small income for Jelly Beanz Inc.
We were able to procure some sizeable orders during 2015 which has enabled us to re-implement the project which
had to be closed previously due
to financial constraints.
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Other resourc es: Voices of Hope
He a l i n g S t ories for Africa ’s Child ren
We continue to distribute our book with 25 therapeutic stories wherever we go. The stories focus on African themes that are prevalent
issues for our children such as domestic violence, bullying, trauma,
divorce, addictions etc.
The feedback continues to be very positive. We have heard about
school principals reading one story in every assembly, caregivers in
children’s homes finding it useful to help children deal with various
struggles, and children from child-headed-households sharing it with
younger siblings. Our dream is to source funding to have this book
translated into other African languages.

Other activiti es:
Ch i l d pr o t e ction wee k: May 2015
Child protection week is an opportunity to bring awareness to communities about the plight of many children, and the
role that individuals and communities can play to assist and change the sad reality for many children.
This year we hosted a march through the Dunoon community, delivered “u are awesome” cupcakes to the Child
Protection Unit of SAPS and the social workers from the Department of Social Development who are the responsible
departments for child protection in our area. We (including Danni) handed out flyers and green ribbons to the
community in peak hour traffic outside our offices, and were interviewed by the following media: Smile FM; Expresso
Show SABC; Table talk community newspaper and for two articles in the Sunday Times.
Children at Zusakhe Pre-school in Dunoon receiving soft toys
donated by the Outriders Cycling Club.
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We would like to say a BIG thank you to all who have
supporte d Jelly Beanz Inc in the last year. Whethe r through
financia l sponsors hip, time, expertis e or donating products your
support means a great deal to us. It is heart-w arming for us
to know that we have support in the tough work we do.

Financial sponsors
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you!

Department of Social Development, Western Cape
Vital Foundation
Morris Stern Attorneys
Lizelle Burgess, Love Cake Cafe
Markus Franz, Swedespeed

Sponsors of services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Else and Friedel Rohrs
Baby Bonding South Africa: Rene Ohloff and Louise Patrick
Big Toes Little Toes: Debi Maskell-Graham
ISPCAN (International Society for the Prevention of
Child Abuse and Neglect)- Joan van Niekerk
The Teddy Bear Clinic for Abused Children: Shaheda Omar
Sixty-One-Three: Annemie Daly and Keiran Whitley
Children A’loud: Rene Smith
Matla Abana: Monique Strydom
Spice4life: Michelle Korevaar

Sponsors of products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dried Fruit for All – Jelly beans for all the children
Absolute Pets Grooming Parlour, Parklands – grooming for Danni
Hills dog food: delicious food for Danni
Outriders Cycle club – wearing branded Jelly Beanz cycle shirts
Expresso Breakfast Show – highlighting the work we do on their show
Cape Philharmonic Orchestra / Masidlale Strings Project; Laurika Steenkamp – presenting a play based on
one of our therapeutic stories from Voices of Hope
Radio Tygerberg – assisting to create awareness of the child abuse and child protection issues.
Triton – for courier services for our anatomically correct dolls
Melkbos Private school – donation of toys
Community members for donations of clothes and toys
Habby 4 Africa
Fabric World
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Furthe r projects planned for 2016
Developing best practise guidelines for professionals working in the child protection
and child mental health field
As mentioned previously, trauma, abuse and neglect are issues that many of our children deal with on a daily basis.
In order to ensure that children are protected, various laws are in place to assist the child protection organisations to
make decisions regarding the best interests of children. The legislation is detailed and encompassing, but policies and
procedures are sometimes lacking or are poorly understood and implemented by professionals working in the child
protection system. This may lead to inappropriate intervention strategies, and secondary traumatization of children
within the child protection system. Jelly Beanz Inc aims to collaborate with partners in the field to formulate best practise
guidelines for the prevention of child sexual abuse on primary, secondary and tertiary levels.

Attachment programmes
As we really begin to understand the relevance and importance of attachment between baby and caregiver we realise
how it has a lifelong influence on all relationships.
Attachment is the emotional bond that grows between the child and parents and vice versa. Early experiences with caregivers gradually give rise to a system of thoughts, memories, beliefs, expectations, emotions, and behaviours regarding
the self and others. This system, called the "internal working model of social relationships", continues to develop with
time and experience. In essence the internal working model is the blueprint that a child will take forward into all situations
and will influence their relationships, behaviours and beliefs about themselves and others. When children have a secure
and positive attachment with their primary caregiver, the child will grow to believe that the world and its people are good
and positive. Unfortunately, the converse is also true.
Research has been done on the impact of abuse and the resultant stress response on the child’s developing psycho-biological system. Trauma and abuse may result in disruptive development of parts of the brain. Some research suggests
that 80% of children who are abused during the early years of life have attachment and related developmental problems,
as well as playing a significant role in the intergenerational transmission of abuse and trauma. The child who has been
emotionally neglected early in life will exhibit profound attachment problems which are extremely insensitive to any
replacement experiences later, including therapy. Examples of this include feral children, children in children’s homes
and, often, the remorseless, violent child.
The more we work in the arena of children that have been traumatised, abused and neglected the more we realise that
we need to develop proactive preventative strategies in order to strengthen attachment relationships from birth, even
pre-birth. Should we invest in this early relationship it is possible for children to be less vulnerable to being abused as
well as parents/caregivers being less prone to abuse and neglect the child.
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Healing Project for children that have experie nced
sexual abuse implem ented by trained lay counsel lors
and profess ionals
Jelly Beanz Inc., together with other key organisations was
instrumental in the development of a resource which will
facilitate the empowering of children who have been
sexually abused and their caregivers to initiate a
healing process. The resource is a package
which incorporates amongst others, a series
of activity books for children (i.e. therapy in a book),
a caregivers manual which helps parents and
caregivers reconnect with their child as well as a
Helpers Manual (or guidelines for adults) on how to facilitate this healing process.
The objectives of the Healing Toolkit include:
•

•
•

•
•

Provide access for abused children and their
care-givers to material which can assist and facilitate
the healing process after abuse.
Empower children and care-givers to be active
participants in the healing process.
Provide access to community volunteers, social workers,
clinic staff, educators and others, in both rural and urban communities, to practical material, which will enhance their capacity to create healing opportunities for abused children.
Prevent the further victimisation of children who have been abused.
Interrupt and mitigate against the trans-generational cycle of abuse.

The Healing Toolkit is culturally sensitive and appropriate, and is a direct response to the concern which has
been frequently highlighted by practitioners - the helplessness experienced by caregivers, parents and community workers in dealing with abuse. WE hope to role out this healing programme in Cape Town with the support
of both professional and lay counsellors.

Voices of hope – healing stories for Africa’s children: translations
The majority of children in need of therapeutic services will never be able to access them. It is with this in mind
that we developed this therapeutic story book, so that, even if no therapist is around, a child could begin a healing process.
WE would like to have this book translated into other African languages and distribute on a national level, in
order for many more children to benefit from this resource.
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Childhood sexuality and abuse awareness activity book:
Sexual abuse is a threat to all the children of our country. Many parents want to know how to protect their children
from sexual abuse. The best starting point is to have open and honest conversations with your children about all
aspects of sexuality – not only the negative ones like sexual abuse. Adults need to speak to children about their
bodies and touching to help children understand about right and wrong touches. It is difficult for adults to speak
to small children about bodies or sex, and most adults only tell children that “no-one is allowed to touch your
privates”. We know that this does not protect children from being abused. Most children cannot protect
themselves against people who may trick or force them into sexual acts.
Our children are seeing touching and sexual acts on television, on the internet, on cell-phones and in their
communities. In a way sex has become something that many children are faced with every day, yet it is still not
explained or discussed with children. Children need to know how their bodies work and what sex is about but they
also have to understand what wrong touching is about. They need to know that boys are abused as often as girls,
that most abuse is perpetrated by known persons, women also abuse children and that children can abuse other
children. They need to know that pornography is harmful to children and what to do when they come across this.
They need to know what they can do if they are being sexually abused!
Caregivers need to talk to children while they are still small, but most parents find this difficult. Some parents think
their children are too small to know about sex, others think it is the school’s job to do this and others worry that
their children will become curious about sex if they speak about it openly. Many parents are also unsure how and
what to discuss with their children. Children will, however, find out all about sex soon after they enter school. They
may listen to other children talking, they may see photos and videos on cell phones or they may see children or
adults touching. It is better for children to hear about sex from their parents so that they can get the right information and can ask questions in a safe place.
Open and honest conversations between parents and children are very important in preventing abuse or stopping
abuse if it is already happening. This book is a tool to help parents and caregivers talk to their young children
about all kinds of touching, including right and wrong touching.
This book is only a small part of preventing sexual abuse, however it can begin to help open up the communication regarding this topic. Communities should be made safe for children. This is the job of adults. Adults need to
make sure that the laws that protect children are enforced, that the people who have to look after hurting children
are doing their jobs and that children are treated as valuable people.
This activity book will be developed for children aged 5 – 8 years. It will be written in such a way to assist
caregivers to easily facilitate the reading of this book, and to encourage open honest conversations.
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